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INTRODUCTION

been suggested, and often denied, that the different colour mechanisms of the
human eye respond with different latencies (HELMHOLTZ,1922; CHARPENTIER,
1893 ; Iv%
1917,1918; WALRAVENand LEEBEEK,1964) and the hypothesis has notably been invoked in
explanation of the Fechner-Benham subjective colours (COHENand GORDON,1949). Thus
PI&RON
(1923) claimed that time constants were greater for the blue-sensitive cone mechanism
than for the green, and greater for the green than for the red. Experimental estimates of
latency have been derived from several different psychophysical procedures, but the results
have been ambiguous and contradictory. PIBRON(1932a, b) substituted monochromatic
pulses for an achromatic field of the same brightness and found that reaction times to red
(640 run) pulses were slightly shorter than those to blue (475 nm); and LIANG and PI&ON
(1947), estimating latencies, from the magnitude of the Pulfrich stereo effect, reported
similar differences. On the other hand, HOLMES(1947), POLLACK(1968) and LIT, YOUNGand
SHAFFER(1971), measuring reaction times to monochromatic stimuli, and GUTH (1964),
using a moving, bipartite target, failed to find differences between wavelengths at photopic
intensities.
In almost all previous studies of this question coloured stimuli of supra-threshold
intensity have been presented on achromatic backgrounds. Such stimuli will excite a single
cone mechanism only under a very restricted range of conditions. In the present experiments
we have isolated the responses of individual chromatic mechanisms by means of the twocolour increment threshold procedure developed by SOLES(1939, 1953, 1959).
A second difficulty in interpreting and comparing earlier studies arises because the
response to a physically punctate stimulus will almost certainly be dispersed, temporally and
spatially, within the visual system. It is unlikely that different psychophysical measures of
sensory latency will be related to the same element of the neural response (cf. STERNBERG
and
KNOLL, 1972). In the first experiment described below, reaction times were measured for
liminal monochromatic flashes presented on monochromatic backgrounds; and the probability that a flash would be seen, and responded to, was held constant asstimulus conditions were varied. As a working hypothesis we suppose that a brief stimulus of liminal
intensity generates a slow, graded response at a very early stage of the visual system and that
later neural events are triggered ballistically if and when a threshold amplitude is reached. If
IT HAS often
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test stimuli presented under different conditions are all of threshold intensity, then variations in the measured reaction time should reflect variations in the time required for the
initial response to reach its peak value.’
There is much experimental evidence that the time constants of retinal processes are
inversely related to the level of light adaptation3 and in the models of FUORTES and HODGKIN
(196-t), SPERLINGand SONDHI (1968) and MATIN (1968) adaptation is achieved through the
parametric control, by feedback or feedforward, of the time constants of the system. Now,
Stiles’ measurements demonstrate that the adaptive states of the individual chromatic
mechanisms (x mechanisms) are essentially independent: the sensitivity of a particular
mechanism depends only upon the number of quanta absorbed from the background by that
mechanism. For, in those parts of the spectrum where the comparison can be made, the field
sensitivity of each mechanism, derived by manipulating the adaptation wavelength &),
coincides closely with the test sensitivity, which is derived by manipulating the test wavelength (A). Thus the traditional question of whether the individual colour mechanisms have
different time constants may not admit of an absolute answer and it may be more meaningful
rather to ask whether their time constants vary independently. The present study tests the
hypothesis that reaction times will vary with the adaptive state only of the is mechanism
mediating the response and not with that of the retina as a whole. A similar prediction has
recently been confirmed for the critical duration, or limit of time-intensity reciprocity, for
the detection of brief flashes (KRALJSKOPF,
1969 ; KRAUSKOPF
and MOLLON,1971; UETSUKI
and IKEDA,1971).
EXPERIMENT

1

Merhod

In its logic Experiment 1 was analogous to the experiments on critical durations reported earlier (KRAUSKOPF and MOLLON, 1971). The principle was to manipulate the adaptive states of individual z mechanisms
by means of background wavelengths to which they were ditferentially sensitive, measure reaction times for
liminal targets at a series of background intensities and determine whether reaction time varied only with the
adaptive state of the mechanism mediating a particular detection. On the basis of Stiles’ published data
(WYSZECKIand STILES,1967) combinations of test and background wavelengths were chosen to provide
conditions under which one = mechanism is much more sensitive to the test flash than are the others and so is
alone responsible for its detection.
The apparatus and procedure were very similar to those described earlier (KRAUSKOPF and MOLLON,
op. cit.) and will be outlined here only briefly. Light from two ribbon-filament lamps wired in series with a
constant d.c. supply was delivered to the subject’s right eye through a two-channel Maxwellian-view system.
The test flash was a monochromatic disc subtending 1” of visual angle and was presented to the centre of the
fovea. The adaptation field was a concentric disc subtending 3”. The duration of the test flash was 10 msec
and its wavelength (A) was 430, 500 or 650 MI. The wavelength of the adaptation field 0 was either 500 or
600 nm. The duration, wavelength and intensity of the stimuli and the rate and sequence of stimulus presetattion were controlled on-line by a small digital computer. A silent shutter, a vane rotated by a stepping manor,
replaced the double-vane shutter used in the earlier experiment.
Each experimental session was devoted to one of the six possible combinations of test and background
wavelengths. Each combination was tested in four separate sessions and the order of conditions was randomised. A session began with a dark-adaptation period lasting two minutes. Data were gathered tirst with the
eye dark-adapted and then at five background Ievels, which increased in intensity by steps of 1 log unit. The
2 The primary comparisons of Experiment I are concerned with equivalence of reaction times and are not
critically dependent on the validity of these assumptions.
3 For example, the peaks of temporal modulation transfer functions shift to higher stimulus frequencies
as the mean luminance is raised (DE LANGE, 1958a); the critical duration for the detection of stimulus
increments decreases as a function of background intensity (HERRICK, 1956; BARLOW,1958) and an analysis
of the PuIfrich effect, which is traditionally interpreted as a measure of sensory latency, reveals a similar
relation (ALPERN,1968).
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lowest intensity of the 500 nm adaptation field was -4.8 log e&degz/sec, that of the 600 nm field was -4.4
LogergjdegQec. At each new background level the experimental measurements were preceded by an adaptation period of 2 min.
The procedure used earlier to measure increment thresholds (UAUS~OPF
and MOLLON, 1971) was
modified in such a way that the subject’s responses gave concomitant estimates of thrmhold and reaction
time. For each background condition an initial estimate of the threshold for SO per cent detection was
obtained as before by Yes-No responses to six preliminary stimuli. A multiple-staircase method was then
used to reach a final value for the threshold, but the subject was now required not to respond Yes or No but
to press a single key as rapidly as possible whenever he saw a flash.
A single stimulus-response cycle procee.ded as follows. A 200-msec pre-warning tone was presented after
an initial delay of 3 set and a similar warning tone was presented after a further delay of 1 sec. The lO-tnsec
test-flash was delivered 1 set after the second warning tone. The subject was allowed 2sec in which to
respond. If he did respond, the time elapsed after the offset of the flash was recorded as the reaction time and
a fresh cycle was begun. Failure-to respond within 2 set was treated as a negative response. for the purpose of
estimating the threshold and a new cycle was begun at the end of this interval. On 25 per cent of the trials,
randomly determined, no stimulus was presented. To ensure that the subject did not discriminate blank and
positive trials by any vibrational cue, the motor carrying the shutter vane was stepped backwards on blank
trials.
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FIG. 1. The lower panel shows increment thre&olds as a function of backgroundinter&y
650 nm and p = 500 ML The upper panel shows the corresponding reaction times.
Results from four separate experimental sessions are presented in order to iliustrate variability.
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Figure 1 shows typical results for one combination of test and background wavelengths. The lower points
represent the threshold for the test flash at each background intensity and the corresponding points in the
upper panel represent median reaction time.4 Each point corresponds to an individual session and the lines
are the means of four sessions for one subject. The threshold curve resembles a conventional incrementthreshold function and is very similar to the IO-msec function found for this condition in the critical duration
experiment KRALJSKOPF and MOLLON, 1971, Fig. 2). It can be seen that reaction time shortens as the threshold
rises.
We wish to determine whether reaction time depends upon the adaptive state of the retina as a whole or
only upon the adaptive state of the II mechanism mediating the response. Figures 2 and 3 allow us to judge
which of these hypotheses better predicts the experimental results. Roth figures show the results for the various
combinations of test (A) and background 6) wavelengths, but the abscissae differ. Figure 2 shows the relation
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FIG. 2. Reaction times as a function of the huninance of the adapting field. The results are the
means for two observers.
4 Since frequency distributions of reaction times are typically found to be skewed, the median is the
preferable measure of central tendency and the results are plotted in these terms. However, both median and
mean reaction times were calculated for all conditions. The results of the two analyses do not differ in any
qualitative way. The false positive rate was approximately 3 per cent. Occasional reactions of less than
150 msec were classed as anticipations and excluded.
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of median reaction time to log background luminance. It can be seen from this type of plot that reaction times
shorten, for all but one condition, as background intensity rises; but there is no clear relation between
reaction time and the luminance of the adapting field. Reaction time therefore does not appear to depend on
the adaptive state of the retina as a whole. If the latter were the case, reaction time functions for the same
test wavelength but different background wavelengths should be superimposed when plotted against photopit luminance. No adaptive mechanism with a single spectral sensitivity function (whether or not equivalent
to the photopic luminosity function) could account for the results, since a change in background wavelength
from 500 to 600 nm does not displace the reaction time function for each test wavelength by a constant
amount, or in a constant direction.
In order to test the alternative hypothesis that reaction time varies only with the adaptive state of the
particular n mechanism mediating the response, reaction times are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of sensitivity. Log sensitivity is defined as the difference between the log absolute threshold for the test flash and its
threshold at a particular background level (note that log sensitivity decreases to the right in Fig. 3). For
comparison, critical durations from the earlier experiment, expressed here in linear units, are plotted in the
same figure.5
In the case of 430 and 650 nm test flashes the pairs of reaction-time functions coincide well when plotted
against sensitivity and so support the hypothesis that reaction time depends upon the adaptive state of the
colour mechanism mediating the detection rather than upon that of the retina as a whole. On the basis of
Stiles’ analysis the results for the 650 nm test flashes may be wholly attributed to the red mechanism, T,.
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FIG. 3. Mean reaction time and mean critical duration as a function of log sensitivity. In each
Panel are shown results for one test wavelength and two background wavelengths. Within a
Panel. resuhs for 5OOnm backgrounds are connected by a continuous line and those for
600 nm backgrounds by a dashed line. Values for the critical duration, r=, are taken from
~UXopF
and MELLON (1971) and are shown here for comparison. Note that sensitivity
decreases to the right.
’ The critical duration, or limit of time-intensity reciprocity for a constant probability of detection
estimated from the difference between the thresholds for very short and very long gashes. For de&
KRAUSKOPFand MOLL~N(op. cit.).
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Similar& rhose for 430 nm targets can be attributed to ?I at moderate background intensities, but d&e&on
may depend upon the secondary blue mechanisms, rt and 3 3, at lower and higher intensities respectively.6
Reaction times to 430 nm targets, at least at the lower adaptation intensities, appear to be longer than those
to red targets, but the primary finding that the time constants of individual mechanisms vary independently
makes difficuft any absolute comparison of different cone m~h~nisms. Such comparison shoutd be specific
to target size and other stimulus conditions.
The results for SO0 nm targets appear anomalous: not only is the variation of reaction time dependent on
the adaptation wavelength, but also reaction time actually increases when the 600 nm background is of high
intensity. However, this seeming discrepancy, which is also apparent in the critical duration results. is in fact
predicted by Stiles model. For Stiies suggests that 500 nm test flashes presented on 600 nm back~ou~ds are
detected by the green mechanism, Q only at relatively low adaptation intensities. At higher background
levels detection is mediated by r1 (STILES, 1953). Since xi is relatively insensitive to 600 nm backgrounds, its
adaptive state, and thus the time constants of its response, will be relatively little changed from their darkadapted values when it begins to mediate the detection of 500 nm targets. Moreover, the reaction times to
430 nm test flashes suggest that there may be a primary difference between the time constants of xl and Q
when their sensitivities are equated.
If the reason that the 500 nm functions diverge in Fig. 3 is indeed that detection depends upon vi, rather
than nlr when the 600 nm background is of high intensity, then it should be possible to abolish the anomaly
by choosing stimulus conditions that raise the threshold of *I relative to that of R+. In Experiment 1 the test
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4. Reaction times for 6’ test-flashes when h = 500 nm and II = 500 or 600 nm. Means
of medians are shown for each subject.

6 The mechanism responsible for detection of 430 nm targets at absolute threshold requires some
consideration. In the presc?nt case we can probably exclude the possibility that the blue targets presented to
the dark-adapted fovea were detected by the rods. In view of the very difference in time constants, the
mechanism mediating detection at RL for 500 nm targets cannot be the same as that mediating detection of
430 ~1 targets. Yet Stiles has shown that the spectral sensitivity curves for r4 and n0 run nearfy parallel
between 430 and 500 nm (cf. SBLES, 1953, Fig. 20). Therefore, the 430 nm targets must be detected by a
mechanism that is more sensitive at this wavelength than ~4, and afirtiori, more sensitive than rt).
According to the model developed by Stiles, the independent mechanism n2 is responsible, in some
observers, for the detection of bob-wavelength
Rashes when background intensity is tow. Our own auxiijary
mgasu=ments of increment thresholds suggest that JDM faifs into this cfass of observer. Th.z evidence for
JK is ambiguous.
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flash subtended 1”. It is known that the r1 threshold is disproportionately high for small test flashes delivered
to the central fovea (STILES, 1949: BWDLEY, 1954). In a second experiment, therefore, reaction times were
measured for much smaller 500 nm targets.
EXPERIMENT

2

The procedures and conditions of this experiment were exactly the same as those of Experiment 1 except
that only 500 nm targets were used and the test flashes subtended 6’.
Median reaction t’lmes for small SO0 nm targets are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of log sensitivity. The
coincidence of the functions obtained with 500 and 600 nm backgrounds suggests that the divergence found
in Experiment 1 can indeed be attributed to the intervention of r,: It appears that the reduction of target size
has raised thresholds for n, more than those for n d, and that 500 nm targets presented on 600 nm fields are
now detected by rIJ at all the background intensities used.
We conclude that reaction times to threshold targets are inversely related to the adaptive state of the
chromatic mechanism that mediates the response. T&is independence reveals a fresh feature of the psychophysically-defined n mechanisms and illustrates the predictive value of Stiles’ model. Since interactions
between cone mechanisms are known to occur at a relatively early stage in the primate visual system, and
certainly by the inner nuclear layer of the retina, (GOURAS,1968), our experiments suggest that the changes in
time constants that are associated with, and probably intrinsic to, changes in adaptive state arise at a very
distal stage of the visual system.
The present results show that reaction times for liminal blue targets at the dark-adapted level are longer
than those for green and red targets. Since previous investigators have reported that variation of wavelength
produces little or no difference in the reaction time to supra-threshold targets of equal luminosity, a third
experiment was performed to show empirically that under conditions similar to those of Experiment I
reaction times for red and biue targets will converge towards a similar value as target intensity is increased
above its threshold level.
EXPERTMENT
3
The apparatus described above was used to measure reaction times for 430 nm and 650 nm targets of
varying intensity. The test flashes subtended I”, were presented on a dark background, and were terminated
by the subject’s response.
Measurements were made in eight sessions, four devoted to each wavelength. The order of wavelengths
was counterbalanced. A range of ten intensities was used in each session and the lowest intensity corresponded
to the threshold for 50 per cent detection. This latter value was determined by means of the multiple-staircase,
Yes-No procedure described earlier (KRAUSKOPF and MOL.LON,197I), and was established at the beginning
of the first session devoted to a particular wavelength.
Each session began with a dark adaptation period lasting 2 min. Reaction times were measured in five
biocks separated by 15 see intervals. Within each block, five stimuli were presented at each intensity. The
order of intensities was randomised without replacement. 9 per cent of the trials were blank. Each positive
trial consisted of the following sequence of events: 1 set delay; 200 msec pre-warning tone; 1 set delay;
200.mace warning tone; 1 set delay; onset of stimulus. The stimulus was terminated either when the subject
responded or after 2 set if no response had been made during this interval. The interval between the onset of
the stimulus and the subject’s response was recorded as the reaction time.
Median reaction times to red and blue targets of varying intensity are shown in the upper panels of
Fig. 5. The abscissa is stimulus intensity plotted relative to the absolute threshold for the corresponding
wavelength. It is clear that the difference between wavelengths, which is plotted in the middle panels, declines
rapidly and becomes very small at high intensities. Standard deviations, which also fall as a function of
stimulus intensity, are shown in the lowermost panels.
Why is the effect of waveless
on reaction time almost completely abolished at higher intensities? TWO
possibilities suggest themselves:
(a) Reaction times for all chromatic mechanisms may converge towards the same asymptotic value as
stimulus intensity is increased.
(b) The time constants of the short-wavelength mechanisms may remain greater even at asymptotic
values, but, as the 430 XUTI
targets are increased in intensity, z., and nb will contribute to the response and the
reaction times measured may be those for the long-wavelength mechanisms. For, in the absence of adapting
fields, the test sensitivities of ~4 and ns for short-wavelength targets are only slightly lower than those of ,,,
and ~1 (WYSZXKI and STILES, 1967, Tables 4.6 and 4.8).
We have performed an exploratory experiment that provides some basis for distinguishing these pas.+
bilities. The w of itn adapting field of high intensity and long wavelength allows us to examine in isolation
the response of nl to supra-threshold targets.
V.I. 13/1-c
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Fig. 5. The upper panels show the relation of reaction time to target intensity when 430 and
650 nm targets are presented on a dark background. The results are the means of medians for
four sessions. Note that reaction times for weak stimuli are Ionger than those
Experiment 1
owing to the use here of steps rather than pulses. The difference between the values for the two
test wavelengths is plotted in the middle panels and the lowermost panels show standard
deviations.
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EXPERIMENT

4

430,500 and 550 nm targets of varying intensity were presented on a GO-nm adapting field. The intensity
of the background field remained constant at -0-S log erg/sec/degz. Targets subtended 1” of visual a&e
and presentation was terminated by the subject’s response.
Six separate sessions were devoted to each of the three test wavelengths. Ten stimulus intensities, ranging
over approximately 2 log units, were chosen for each wavelength, the lowest value corresponding to the
50 per cent detection threshold for that wavelength. The threshotd was estimated by the multiple-staircase,
Yes-No procedure; these measurements were made at the beginning of the first session devoted to a particular
wavelength.
In each session, reaction times were measured in five blocks separated by 15 set intervals. Within each
block five stimuli were presented at each intensity and the order of intensities was randomized without
replacement. Reaction time was measured from the onset of the test-flash and a fresh trial was begun after
2 set if no response had been made in that interval. In other details the procedure was similar to that of
Experiment 3.
The results of Experiment 4 are shown in Fig. 6. The abscissae represent tog stimulus intensity relative to
the increment threshold of the wavelength concerned. The responses to 430 nm targets were mediated by
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Fro. 6. The relation of reaction time to target intensity when 430, 500 and 550 run targets are
presented on a 650-nm adapting field. The results shown are the means of medians for four
sessions.
nt alone throughout almost the entire range of intensities used; for, under the adapting conditions of this
experiment, the sensitivity of V, to 430 nm teat flashes is greater than that of w4 by approximately 2 decadic
units.’ The response to 550 nm targets, on the other hand, will be mediated by xq throughout much of the
intensity range, although the other long-wavelength mechanism, TQ, may also contribute to responses at the
highest intensities. The differences between the two functions are clear. Reaction times mediated by n, do
remain substantially Ionger than those mediated by the long-wavelength mechanisms even at the highest
intensities used and there is a strong suggestion that the asymptotes differ by as much as 50 msec. Under the
adapting conditions of the experiment the sensitivity of r, to 500 nm targets is about 0.5 log units higher than
that of nq and we suggest that the intermediate form of this function arises because reactions depend primarily
on =t at low intensities and primarily upon no at high intensities. The similarity of the asymptotic values of
the 500 and 550 nm functions suggests that the stowness of responses to intense 430 nm targets does not arise
merely from a contextual effect, that is, from the presence within an experimental session of extremely long
responses to targets of low intensity.
DISCUSSION

In those studies that have failed to show a refation between wavelength and reaction time
we may suppose that the response was mediated throughout the spectrum by the longwavelength mechanisms, vr( and x5. In some experiments the blue targets were of an intensity
such that the response of rr, would be faster than that of xi and in others the nominally blue
targets were of so long a wavelength that even at absolute threshold 7r4would probably be
more sensitive than rrl and 7r2. In addition, the use of CFF in the photometric matching of
different wavelengths, as in the study of Lrr et al_ (1971), may yield an experiment that is
theoretically circular; for an equation of time constants is hardly an appropriate preliminary
to an investigation of reaction times.
’ An exact vafue cannot be derived from the tabulated sensitivities given by WYSZECKI and Sntrs (1967).
owing to individual differences and to the variation of sensitivity with target duration. Although the thresholds for ~2 and ~3 are higher than those for S, under the conditions of Experiment 4, these mechansims may
contribute to responses to supra-liminal targets.

The finding that the time constants for the short-wavelength mechanisms are genera/is
thOSe for 7~ and
especially the general finding that rhe time constants oi‘
the chromatic mechar,isms vsry ~ndep~~de~~I~, do lend partial al-id qualitative support to
one snidely-favour~d explanation of the subjective colours produced by i~~~~it~en~ stimulation. Thus Pi&on held that when Benham’s top is observed under achromatic illumination
the dXt?rent cone mechanisms reach their transitory peak response with different latencies.
Because the rate of rotat& necessary to produce a given hue was inversely related to the
levef of ~IIurnina~~onand because the results for mon~~rorn~~i~ illumination so&d not be
predicted from those for white light, he was further Ied to assume that the time constants of
the several mechanisms were j~d~penden~ly related to stimulus intensity (PI&ON, 1923;
KLEITX~AZand PII~ROX,192&b). Interactions between the temporal characteristics of the
stimulus and the time constants of individual x mechanisms may also contribute to, if not
whol!y account for, the hue shifts that arise from in~e~~~~e~~ monochromatic s~imuia~ion
(BARTIEYand NELSON, X960; I\ilLssu~ and NELSON,1971) and from variations in stimulus
duration ~~i~~M~~ and KiNNEY,1967).
Most importantly perhaps, the independence of the time con%nts &cone mechanisms
may explain discrepancies between luminosity functions derived by different methods af
heterochromatic photometry. The individual flashes used in flicker photometry may be short
relative to the integration times
the various mechanisms and therefore, if these i~~egra~~~~
times diger, the responses of different mechanisms
to a flash of a given duration
will
represent diRerent propor~~ofls oftheir responses to maintained iilu~na~~on~ It would follow
that the results obtained from flicker photometry will depend upon the stimulus frequency
used; and it has indeed been reported that results obtained from flicker photometry agree
well with thase obtained by direct comparison only when the stimuli used in the latter
method are of the same duration as the ~ndi~~idualflashes used in Bicker photometry
(FEREEand RAND, 1915, 1923, EXE). Moreover, if we accept the value of 18 Hz that is given
by BRI~LEY, DU CROZ and RUSITUN(1966) as the maximum GFF for xi, it woutd seem that
in many studies of flicker photometry the blue-sensitive mechanism may not influence the
observer’s final adjustments at all, since any contribution that it does make to brightness
would here be equivalent to a steady background. fn the case of luminosity functions derived
from fovea1 threshold measurements the marked effect of stimulus duratioa has been
demonstrated directly by IKEDAand &3YNKIN (1962).
Althou@
the primary comparisons of Experiment I suggest that the variations in time
constants that arise from variations in adaptive state must be determined at a very distal
stage in the visual system, it is of interest ta consider the possibility that some of the additional delay associated with the shore-wavelength mechanisms arises not from a difference
between i~disiduai
r mechanisms but from a general difference between chromatic and
l~~minosit~ channels in the visual system. All versions of the trichromaric theory have
assumed that the blue or violet fundamental
makes littte or no contribution
PObrightness.
GUTH (1963, far example, while suggesting that direct judgements of brightness depend
upon both the “opponent” and “non-opponent ” channels of the primate visual system, has
proposed that the con-opponent system receives no input at all from cones sensitive to short
wavelengths.s The signals from zil then, may be confined to the ~hrorna~~~charm&s and the
ICXlger thSl

“j*

and

of

8 Why tit; nl sip&s shot&i be excluded from the nun-opponent channel w&d be a mattec For biological
speculation. It is possible that not only the temporal, but also the spatial, resolution of the non-opponent
system is higher and that an input Cram blue-sensitive cones would actually be disadvantageous owing to
chromatic aberration and the scattering of short-wavelength light within the eye. Alternatively, intrinsic
temporal properties of 27I might themselves be the cause of its exclusion.
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very possibility of flicker photometry suggests that these channels have a lower temporal
resolution than the luminosity channels. DE LANGE(1958b) and REGAN and TYLER(1971a)
have demonstrated formally the separation of the threshold vs. frequency functions for
luminance modulation and for wavelength modulation; and similarly REGANand TYLER
(1971b) have shown that the critical duration for the detection of brief changes in wavelength is longer at all wavelengths than the conventional critical duration for luminance
increments. There is some electrophysiological evidence for the existence of brightness and
chromaticity channels with different temporal response properties and also for the exclusion
of rI signals from the luminosity system. In a sample of on-centre ganglion cells in the retina
of the rhesus monkey GOURA~(1968) found that non-opponent “phasic” units, which
respond only transiently to maintained stimuli, received input from red- and green-, but not
from blue-sensitive cones; a short-wavelength input, from a cone mechanism resembling vI,
was found only in “tonic” units, which respond continuously to maintained stimuli and
which are organised in a spectrally and spatially antagonistic manner.
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FIG. 7. Correlationof meanreactiontimeand meancriticalduration. Valuesfor reactiontimes
are taken from Experiment1 of the present paper and values for critical durations are taken
from KRAUSKOPF
and MOLLON(1971).
Finally, what can be concluded about the value of reaction times in the study of retinal
processes? Figure 7 shows the relation between the reaction times obtained in Experiment 1
of the present study and the critical durations (here plotted in linear units) obtained for the
corresponding conditions in an earlier experiment (KRWSKOPF and MOLLON, 1971). There
was an interval of three months between the two experiments. The correlation coeEcients
are O-816 and O-809 for JDM and JK respectively. The good correlation of these very different measures suggests that they are determined by the same properties of the system and
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Abstract-The
old question of whether visual latency varies with wavelength has been reexamined by isolating individual II mechanisms. Reaction times were recorded to monochromatic increments presented on monochromatic adapting fieIds and it was found that the
time constants of each &our mechanism vary ~de~nd~tly
according to the sensitivity of
the mechanism concerned and do not depend upon the adaptive state of the retina as a whole.
This independence may partially explain discrepant results in heterocbromatic photometry and
distortions of hue that arise from brief or intermittent stimulation. A correlation between the
present results and the corresponding critical durations demonstrates the value of reaction
times in the study of visual processes.
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R&urn&-Le rapport examine, par la methode d’isolation des mecanismes ‘3’ individuels.
I’ancien probltme d’une dipendance de la latence visuelle de la longueur d’onde des stimulations lumineuses. On a mesure les temps de reaction pour des accroissements monochromatiques apparaissants sur des fonds monochromatiques
et on a trouve que ies constantes de
temps de chaque micanisme chromatique varient independamment
selon la sensibilite du
mt?canisme en question et ne dependent pas du niveau d’adaptation de la retine en totalire.
Peut-etre cette indipendance explique-t-elle en partie les rbultats contradictoires dam la
photometric hettrochrome et les deformations de couleur qui sont produites par une excitation
courte ou intermittente. Une correlation entre les rt5sultats actuels et les dun& critiques qui y
correspondent demontre la vaieur des temps de reaction pour I’etude des processus visuels.
Zusammenfassung-Die
alte Frage, ob die EmpCndungszeit sich der Lichtwellenllnge gemass
tidert, ist wieder untersucht worden, indem man individuelle n Mechanismen isoliert hat.
Reaktionszeiten auf monochromatische
Inkremente, die plotzlich auf monochromatischen
Adaptationsfeldem
aufleuchteten, wurden gemessen, und es stellte sich heraus, dass die Zeitkonstanten der verschiedenen Farbenmechanismen
sich je nach der Empfindlichkeit des
betreffenden Mechanismus voneinander unterscheiden, und also nicht vom Adaptationszustand der Netzhaut als Ganzem abh&ngen. Diese Unabhangigkeit mag die Diskrepanzen,
die bei der heterochromen Photometric auftreten, wenigstens zum Teil erklaren, und vielleicht
such zmn Versttidnis der Verschiebungen der Farbwerte beitragen, die bei kurzdauemder
oder unterbrochener
Reizung erscheinen. Die Korrelation zwischen den heir erhaltenen
Ergebnissen und den entsprechenden kritischen Zeitspannen weist auf die Rolle hin, die die
Messung der Reaktionszeiten bei der Erforschung der Sehvorglnge spielen kann.
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